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Abstract
We demonstrate the phase stability of a guided atom Talbot-Lau interferometer that encloses a
0.20 mm2 area, has a total interaction time > 50 ms, and includes reciprocal paths. Atoms confined
in a straight magnetic waveguide are translated 1 mm back and forth by oscillating the position of
the waveguide minimum while the atom wavepackets are split and recombined by standing wave
light pulses propagating along the free propagation direction of the waveguide.
PACS numbers: 39.20+q 03.75.Dg
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Unguided atom interferometers have provided extraordinarily sensitive measurements of
rotation, acceleration, and energy differences [1, 2, 3]. Guided atom interferometers offer a
combination of long interaction times and constant sample density that cannot be obtained
without guiding. Guiding can also provide very complex and well defined interferometric
paths that are otherwise unavailable [4, 5]. If the waveguide can be dynamically repositioned
without destroying the coherence of the guided atoms, then a single magnetic structure can
produce a variety of different interferometric paths. We demonstrate that external state
coherence can be preserved when a straight magnetic waveguide is dynamically repositioned
as shown schematically in fig 1, so that the guided atoms are translated at a velocity vy.
This repositioning can produce interferometric paths that enclose area, though the waveguide
path itself does not. The area enclosed can be easily and rapidly changed by altering the
interrogation time T or the velocity vy, so that a single fixed magnetic structure can enclose
a variety of different areas ranging from 0 to > 0.2mm2. The large areas can be obtained
because the long interaction time (> 50ms), spatial confinement, and precise position control
permit two halves of an atomic wavepacket, separated by ∼ 100 microns, to be transported
∼ 2 mm.
Such an area enclosing atom interferometer can measure rotation, and the area above
translates into a rotation sensitivity of 0.04 radians per earth rotation rate. Rotation sensing
is one of the most important applications of atom interferometers because the phase shift for
an atom interferometer is approximately 109 times greater than for a photon interferometer
that encloses the same area. However, the phase shift is proportional to area, and the areas
enclosed by atom interferometers are many orders of magnitude smaller than those enclosed
by photon interferometers. Photon interferometers can enclose large areas while remaining
compact because the photons traverse a given square or circular path many times; both
halves of the wavepacket traverse exactly the same path, but in opposite directions. Until
now, atom interferometers of length L have enclosed areas << L2, and have not offered
reciprocal paths. We demonstrate that the interferometric paths traversed by atoms in
a moving waveguide can enclose a square area, and that the atoms can travel reciprocal
paths, as shown schematically in fig 1b. Using thermal atoms rather than a condensate
makes the interference signal insensitive to the atom-atom interactions that limit coherence
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times in interferometers that use condensates [6], and it is easy to load 107 thermal atoms
into a waveguide, making the interference signal quite strong. The area enclosing technique
demonstrated here could be extended so that the atoms traverse the same enclosed area
multiple times, and small technical improvements could easily result in enclosed areas >
1cm2.
As mentioned above, atom wavpackets confined in straight waveguides [7, 8, 9] can tra-
verse area enclosing interferometric paths, if the waveguide position changes with time. In
this work we demonstrate a moving guide interferometer using two types of grating echo
schemes. In the 3-grating moving guide scheme, standing wave induced 2-photon transitions
diffract matterwaves into two paths (red and blue paths in fig 1a) along the free propagation
direction of the guide xˆ at time T1 = 0. The wavepackets are then sent back toward each
other by a second standing wave pulse at time T2 = T/2. The redirectied wavepackets re-
combine at time T , resulting in a matterwave interference grating at T3 = T that coherently
backscatters a probe light field. This standing wave sequence is combined with a translation
of atoms in the yˆ direction at a constant velocity vy. The atom velocity is controlled by the
changing currents that translate the waveguide. In the 4-grating scheme (fig 1b), the stand-
ingwave is pulsed at 0, T/4, 3T/4 and the grating echo is induced at T . We demonstrate
the controlled motion of atoms along yˆ direction by setting vy(t) ∝ sin(2pit/T ). Thus, for
times 0 < t < T/2 the atoms move in the yˆ direction, but at time t = T/2 the waveguide
translation is stopped and then for times T/2 < t < T the waveguide motion is reversed.
The resulting interference paths form a “flipped figure 8” in fig 1b. If the guide travels a






L∆vxT respectively, where ∆vx =
2h¯k
m
is the relative splitting velocity
between the two halves of the split wavepacket , k is the light wavevector, and m is the
mass of the atom. we use time-domain Talbot-Lau Interferometry(TLI) schemes [10, 11] to
manipulate the guided atoms to allow most atoms in our 20µK atomic sample to contribute
to the interference signals. TLI schemes involve multiple diffraction orders, such as those
represented by gray lines in fig 2; however, we show that the recorded interferometer signals
are from interfering path pairs with the same relative velocities ∆vx(t), such as those shown
by the red and blue paths in fig 2. Thus, they enclose the same area as those shown in fig 1.
In what follows, we briefly summarize our experimental apparatus, detailed in [12]. The
guiding potential for the atoms is a 2D quadrupole field, generated by four 200mm×100mm×
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1.5mm permalloy foils poled in alternating directions. Approximately 107 laser-cooled Rb87
atoms in their ground state F=1 hyperfine level are loaded into this magnetic guide with
a transverse gradient of 70G/cm, resulting in a cylindrically-shaped atom sample 1cm long
and 150µm wide. The transverse oscillation frequencies of the atoms in the guide are on the
order of 80 Hz, estimated by displacement induced oscillations of the atomic sample using
absorption images. A very weak harmonic potential along the guiding direction is estimated
in [12] to be 0.09 Hz.
The pulsed standing waves are formed by two nearly counter-propagating laser beams
with diameters of 1.6 mm. The standing waves are not formed by reflecting a traveling wave
back on itself, but rather each of the counter-propagating fields passes through a separate
acousto-optic modulator, so that its intensity and frequency can be independently controlled.
The optical fields are detuned approximately 120 MHz above the F=1→ F’=2 D2 transition
of Rb87 atoms. The pulse durations of the standing waves are 300 nanoseconds. We probe
the λ/2 atomic density grating by turning on only one of the traveling wave beams and
detecting the backscattered light via a fiber-coupled avalanche photo-detector. The other
light beam is attenuated and shifted by 6 MHz. This shifted and attenuated beam is the
local oscillator for heterodyne detection of the phase of the backscattered light, where the
retrieved phase reflects the relative distance between the nodes of the standing wave and
the atom density grating [10].
Precise alignment of the standing wave along the magnetic guide is essential to prevent
rapid dephasing [7]; therefore, the permalloy foils are mounted on a pair of rotation stages
that allow angular alignment with a precision of 2 × 10−4 radians. This precise alignment
decouples the atomic motion along the standing wave direction (xˆ) from motion in the mag-
netically confined directions (yˆ and zˆ). With atoms in a stationary guide, we have achieved
phase-stable interrogation times of T=38ms and T=65ms for the 3-grating and 4-grating
configurations corresponding to the pulse sequences shown in fig 2a and b respectively. These
times are substantially longer than the typical transverse or longitudinal oscillation frequen-
cies in the guide. We have also measured the phase stability of atoms in the moving guide
using a modified 4-grating scheme where T12 = T34 << T23 (fig 2b). Under those condi-
tions we observe phase stable interference signals for interrogation times of longer than one
second; therefore, the atom-atom interactions and time dependent changes in the guiding
potential do not limit the phase stability [13] and the dephasing presented in this work is
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probably due to variations in the longitudinal potential.
We translate the position of the magnetic guide by tuning the currents that magnetize
the 4-foil magnetic structure. The speed at which the guided atoms can be moved is limited
by the electronic response and also by the finite confining potential of the magnetic guide.
With a 70G/cm transverse gradient, we found a linear ramp of currents around the inner foil
pairs can move atoms with a uniform velocity of 40-60 mm/s. Fig 3a shows the absorption
image of the atoms using traveling laser from one direction of the standing wave, tuned to
resonance, as the probe light. The atoms initially trapped at one edge of the standing wave
field are translated to the opposite edge, either in the yˆ direction moving against gravity
(top) or in the −yˆ direction with gravity (bottom). In both cases the translation velocity
was 23mm/sec, so a translation distance L=0.65mm is completed in 28ms. Synchronized
with the programmed guide motion is a 3-grating interferometer sequence with T varied
from 0 to 32.5ms in repeated experiments. In our experimental setup, the guide direction
xˆ has a θ = 80mrad projection along yˆ, and we expect the interfering path pairs in fig 2a
to acquire a relative phase shift of φ(T ) = 1
2
kgsinθT 2 [10], where g is the gravitational
acceleration. We vary the time T at which we measure the backscattered signal by equally
spaced intervals such that the interfering paths add up optimally, as described in [7].
Typical amplitude and phase readouts of the 3-grating moving guide interferometer signal
as a function of T are plotted in fig 3b,c for atoms in a stationary guide, as well as a moving
guide being translated either up or down. In fig 3b we see in the moving guide case the
interferometer amplitude decay is first delayed and then accelerated, as expected due to the
time-dependent overlap between the atomic sample and the standing wave cross section. As
shown in fig 3c, the phase shift induced by the 8% projection gravity onto the standing wave
direction is similar for the stationary and moving guides. The reliability of the phase readout
for all three configurations is shown even more clearly in the inset of fig 3c, which shows the
residuals of a parabolic fit. The variation in the measured acceleration constant is due to
long term drift in the tilt angle of the optical table induced by its pneumatic supports.
In contrast to the 3-grating configuration where the atoms must remain within the spatial
region defined by the diameter of the optical standing waves, the 4-grating scheme allows
the atomic sample to move out of the standing wave region during the interval (T/4, 3T/4).
In the 4-grating moving guide configuration, we translated the magnetic guide 0.97 mm back
and forth in 50ms. At t ≈ 25ms, the atoms are out of the 1/e2 diameter of the standing
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waves, as shown with absorption images in fig 4a. The interferometer output is plotted as
a function of T in fig 4b,c,d, where the same data from a stationary guide is shown for
comparison.
The survival of the 4-grating interference signal when the waveguide is translated outside
the diameter of the optical fields is shown clearly in figure 4: the amplitude of backscattered
signal for the moving guide(red curves in fig 4b) almost vanishes for 20ms < T < 35ms
because the atoms are at the very outer edge of the optical fields, as shown in fig 4a. In the
absence of a backscattered signal, it is impossible to interpret the phase, so the measured
phase shows large random fluctuations during this time (fig 4c). At T ∼ 50ms, the moving
guide has translated the sample back into the diameter of the optical fields; consequently,
the amplitude of the backscattered signal revives and the phase readout becomes reliable
again, as shown in fig 4d.
The interference signal from 4- grating TLI contains an additional feature because it in-
cludes both reciprocal and non-reciprocal paths. The reciprocal paths, such as the “figure
8” loop shown in fig 2b are insensitive to acceleration along the xˆ direction; consequently, in
the absence of rotation, the phase shift for the “figure 8” loop should be time independent.
In contrast, the non-reciprocal paths, such as the blue and the green lines in fig 2b experi-
ence an acceleration induced phase shift, that is a quadratic function of the interrogation
time T. The result is a “contrast interferometer” as described in [14]. Such interferometers
are characterized by interaction dependent oscillations of the amplitude and phase of the
interference signal. These oscillatory features are clearly seen in fig 4 b,c.
The decay rate for the oscillations is faster than the decay rate for the total backscat-
tered amplitude because the oscillations result from the interference between the reciprocal
and non-reciprocal loops, and the amplitude of the non-reciprocal signal decays faster than
the amplitude of the reciprocal signal. The survival of the reciprocal loop at long times
is shown clearly in fig 4c, where the phase shift becomes time independent for T > 35ms,
corresponding to the acceleration insensitive signal characteristic of reciprocal loops. The
contrast decay for the symmetrical loop is slower because the symmetry makes the inter-
ference signal less sensitive to the dephasing due to weak harmonic confinements along xˆ
direction [9] than the non-reciprocal loops.
The enclosed area with T=50ms in the 4-grating moving guide case shown in the figure
is 0.18mm2, which corresponds to a rotation-induced phase shift of pi at a rotation rate of
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1mrad/sec. By lengthening the interrogation time T to 54 ms, we were able to enclose
areas exceeding 0.20mm2. We note that this pulse sequence could be repeated multiple
times. Symmetrical splitting and Bragg reflection, already demonstrated using Bose-Einstein
condensates in stationary guides [8, 9], would improve the reciprocity of interfering paths
rejecting common mode noises.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that external state coherence can be preserved
when atoms are confined in a moving waveguide, where the magnetic structure producing
the waveguide is stationary and the position of the atoms is controlled by time dependent
currents. The resulting interferometric paths can be dynamically reconfigured. The velocity
of the guided atoms can even be reversed, producing interferometric paths that can be both
area enclosing and reciprocal. These reciprocal paths are insensitive to acceleration and to
time independent variations in the potential, while remaining sensitive to rotation. Limi-
tations on coherence times due to atom-atom interactions are avoided by using a thermal
sample distributed over many modes [13], but we note it can also be avoided by using a
1D gas [15]. The confinement in the waveguide allowed long interrogation times > 50ms
providing a maximum wavepacket separation of ≈ 100 microns, and a total transported
distance of ≈ 2mm. Such a device could also transport the two halves of the wavepacket
around different sides of a physical barrier, where the energy difference on the two sides
could be sensed interferometrically, as they have been in free space interferometry demon-
strations [16]. The flexible phase coherent transport demonstrated in this work permits
light-pulse atom interferometers to sense phases in regions where optical propagation is not
possible.
Changing from macroscopic ferromagnetic foils to chip based waveguides may improve
the uniformity of the guiding potential and permit ∼ 1mm interferometer arm separations
and ∼ half a second interrogation time. Consider a colder Rb87 sample where multi-photon
beam splitting techniques give efficient ±6h¯k momentum splittings [17]. If the waveguide
were oscillated 2 cm back and forth 5 times accompanied by 10 appropriately timed Bragg
pulses, the interferometer would enclose an area > 100mm2 in 300 milliseconds.
This work is supported by MURI and DARPA from DOD, NSF, ONR and U.S. Depart-
ment of the Army, Agreement Number W911NF-04-1-0032, and by Draper Lab.
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FIG. 1: schematic of the moving guide interferometer implemented with grating echo technique.
Different colored lines are used to represent the diffraction paths for clarity purpose (a) 3-grating
interferometer with a uniformly moving guide. (b) 4-grating interferometer with an oscillating
guide
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FIG. 2: Recoil diagrams for the 3- and 4-grating time-domain Talbot-Lau interferometers.
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FIG. 3: Top: A series of absorption images along the standing wave direction as the magnetic
guide that moves up (top) and down (bottom) in 28ms. Two dashed arrows along the trajectories
of the atomic sample are drawn to guide eyes. . Bottom: Interferometer outputs. The error bars
in the inset of fig c indicate the standard phase deviation due to measured mirror vibrations.
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FIG. 4: Right: A series of absorption images along the standing wave direction as the guide moves
to the right and back in 50ms. Left: Interferometer signals for stationary and moving guides. The
oscillatory amplitudes and phases in fig b,c are due to the interferences between different loops in
fig 2b. In fig c and d the error bars indicate the standard phase deviation due to measured mirror
vibrations.
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